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            ( PRLEAP.COM ) Anaheim Hills, Calif. – August 15, 2013 – Every year, businesses in
America lose billions of dollars due to lost data. Data loss (which can be caused by a number of
things including human error, hardware or power failures, outside security threats and natural
disasters) can also diminish employee productivity and damage a business's reputation. Orange
County-based computer service providers SACA Technologies offers clients solutions that help
prevent data loss.

"There are steps businesses can take to protect themselves from data loss," SACA
Technologies CEO Alexander Saca said. "Many small and medium-sized businesses, however,
do not have the resources or manpower to perform the necessary proactive precautions. At
SACA Technologies, we have designed several services to protect our clients' IT infrastructures
and valuable data."

As the leading computer service providers of businesses throughout Southern California, SACA
Technologies offers multiple services that protect its clients from the potential of data loss.
Some of these services include:

Data Backups. One of the easiest ways for a business to ensure it will not lose data is to
perform regular backups of that data. That is why SACA Technologies offers routine data
backups to its clients; technicians for the computer service providers can automate backups so
that the client has access to their data even in the event of an IT disaster such as a failed hard
drive or a network error. Disaster Recovery Solutions. While data backups are extremely
important, they are not a preventative measure on their own. Many computer service providers
offer data backups, but SACA Technologies also offers disaster recovery solutions. While this
solution includes regular data backups, there are several other elements that protect clients
from data loss. One of the elements of disaster recovery is business continuity planning, which
helps prepare businesses how to respond to an IT disaster. The service also includes proactive
solutions aimed at preventing the things that could lead to data loss including training for
employees (to avoid potential mistakes) and backup generators (to avoid power failures).
Security Services. A major cause of data loss is security breaches. SACA Technologies offers
some of the best security solutions available. Technicians perform 24x7x365 monitoring, where
they watch for and resolve potential security threats. The computer service providers also offer
network firewalls, malware removal, and antivirus software.  By choosing SACA Technologies
as their computer service providers, business owners can rest assured that their company will
not fall victim to data loss with services like regular data backups, disaster recovery solutions,
and security solutions

SACA Technologies provides a comprehensive suite of IT services including Managed IT
services, virtualization services, hosting services and computer repair that Orange County
businesses (and business throughout the country) have relied on for more than 15 years.
Thanks to a combination of remote, phone-based and onsite technical support, technicians are
available 24x7x365. For more information, visit www.sacatech.com .   
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